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Making product a hero.
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Exceptional shop-fitting systems
Making product
a Hero






The hero product of each brand is usually its bestseller, 
and the one that takes pride of place in displays and presentations. By making exceptional store fitting systems, ZOK is here to empower this hero potential in every product.
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Here are
some facts
about ZOK

27
age of ZOK business

186
teammembers

1.986
shop installations in total

25
installers on site

2.420
meters of weld per month

14.000
square meters of wood per year

28.000 
 meters of price bars per month

42.000 
screws per year





Our services
From our consulting for new shop and shopping experience concepts, to visualization, realization and on-site installation, we take care of the entire process for your new shop. You want to differentiate your brand or simply need new furniture for your shop? We are the full-service provider and can even supply you with your advertising, price labels and others. We develop innovative solutions to present your products and increase sales.
find out more
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Our products
Our products are individually designed according to your requirements and approved design concepts, and built in-house. Whether wood, glass, metal or acrylic glass, we are skilled in the entire range of materials. Either a POS to give your new products a highlighted status, a functional piece of furniture to make the best use of your space, or entire shop fittings from shelving to counters and seating areas, we supply the entire portfolio to your new shop fitting.
find out more

Discover our career
opportunities

Technical advices
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Follow us
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Get the latest news about ZOK
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